The New England Facial & Cosmetic Surgery Center

After an energetic summer full of fun-filled activities, we all want to step into the fall looking as healthy and full of life as we feel. You don't have to let creases, lines, and wrinkles give away your age or in any way define who you are. Residents of the North Shore have many options when they visit board-certified facial plastic surgeon Dr. Anna Petropoulos, an innovative leader in non-surgical rejuvenation of the face. With more than a decade of using natural facial fillers in facial volume restoration, Harvard trained Dr. Petropoulos is one of the few physicians in this country named as a National Education Faculty member for the three main natural facial filler substances - Juvederm XC®, Radiesse, and Sculptra- as well as for the artistry of Botox®. She attracts patients from hours away because she consistently provides her patients with beautiful, natural-looking results.

Before and after photos showing how Dr. Petropoulos achieves natural and harmonious results by addressing each of five signs of aging (dynamic wrinkles, static wrinkles, volume loss, skin laxity, and poor skin texture) with non-invasive rejuvenation techniques.

Introducing Liquid Facelift: A Non-Surgical Beauty Breakthrough!
Dr. Petropoulos is Among First in the Country to Offer New Procedure

After an energetic summer full of fun-filled activities, we all want to step into the fall looking as healthy and full of life as we feel. You don't have to let creases, lines, and wrinkles give away your age or in any way define who you are. Residents of the North Shore have many options when they visit board-certified facial plastic surgeon Dr. Anna Petropoulos, an innovative leader in non-surgical rejuvenation of the face. With more than a decade of using natural facial fillers in facial volume restoration, Harvard trained Dr. Petropoulos is one of the few physicians in this country named as a National Education Faculty member for the three main natural facial filler substances - Juvederm XC®, Radiesse, and Sculptra- as well as for the artistry of Botox®. She attracts patients from hours away because she consistently provides her patients with beautiful, natural-looking results.

What to Expect During your consultation, she will assess your signs of facial aging and ask you to show her the areas you’d like to improve. Together you will explore the available treatments, focusing on non-invasive options in order to find the path that is right for you to effectively restore a more youthful appearance.

Restoration of Volume for a Youthful Appearance Dr. Petropoulos is able to help you look younger, yet natural by blending art and science. She understands that there are specific areas of the face that commonly lose volume as we age. By replenishing this lost volume with a refined selection of natural injectible fillers, fresh youthful contours are restored in one quick office visit. With today’s fillers being so safe and versatile, Dr. Petropoulos achieves a vast array of improvements, focusing on the following areas:

- **Areas for Facial Contouring**
  - Glabellar Line
  - Nasolabial Fold
  - Mental Crease
  - Jaw Line Contouring
  - Peri-Orbital Augmentation
  - Nasal & Post Rhinoplasty Defects
  - Malar Enhancement
  - Cheek Augmentation
  - Marionette Lines
  - Chin Contouring

Patients love the Liquid Facelift because it is such an affordable and effective in-office treatment. After your treatment, you can return to your normal everyday activities. Your improvements are immediate, whether your goal was smoother skin, a taught jaw line, or youthful cheeks.

Getting Started
It is crucial that patients place themselves in the hands of a highly experienced facial plastic surgeon whose eye is trained to discern the minute nuances that are critical for successful outcomes.

The great news is that for every aging issue there is now a solution, and like a vintner who blends fine wines, the art is in selecting the right physician who understands how to combine treatments or products for optimum results.

With her experience, her skillful artistry and her eye for aesthetics, Dr. Petropoulos has helped North Shore residents effectively and confidentially maintain their beauty. Request a consultation with Dr. Petropoulos at 978-739-9500 to look younger, fresher and healthier!
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